
CLAM SHELL QUILT  (91” x 101”) SUPPLY LIST 

 

Hearts and More Rotary Cut Applique Book by Sue Pelland 

Hearts and More Templates 

Leaves Galore Templates 

Grippy Non-Slip Coating (spray the back of your rulers with this) 

28 mm Rotary Cutter, preferably Olfa (45 mm is too big for the rulers, and some other brands have 

screws that interfere with the rulers) 

Reverse Action Tweezers (I like Tooltron…they are pointy where you can grab the smallest thread). 

A rotating cutting mat if possible, plus a regular cutting mat for straight cutting. 

6” x 24” acrylic ruler for straight cutting, plus a square ruler for 4” and 5” squares 

Mistyfuse 13 yards 

Iron Cleaner 

Applique pressing sheet (I use Fat Goddess Sheet) 

Silicone Non-Stick Mat (Option) 

Thread to match fabric 

DecoBob bobbin thread (blanket stitching) 

Schmetz Gold Stick-Nadel Embroidery Needle Size 11 

Quilters Chalk Line, marking pencil, or chalk wheel 

 I really like using the chalk wheel.  When I purchased the wheel, 

 I took it to a garbage can and emptied the chalk that was in the wheel.  I 

 then filled the wheel with iron-away chalk.  This chalk is the SAME 

 chalk used in the Quilt Pounce.  Using this chalk beats any marking 

 pencil…..touch an iron to it and BAM..it’s gone. 

 

FABRIC 

 

Fabric 1 – 4 ½ Yards total of fabrics for applique clam shells, flowers, and corners on center of quilt.  

It is best to use eighteen or more different fat quarters. 

 

Fabric 2 – 1/8 Yard each of at least five to seven green fabrics for leaves and vine. 

 

Fabric 3 – 7 ½ Yards background fabric 

 

PREPARATION 

 

• Wash and press all fabrics including background fabrics before you begin applying 

Mistyfuse. 

 

FUSING 

 



Apply Mistyfuse to Fabrics 1 and 2.  I recommend putting a sheet of parchment paper on top of your 

ironing board to protect the surface (fuses do not stick to parchment paper).  Lay your fabric right-side 

down on the paper.  Place a sheet of Mistyfuse on the fabric covering the surface.  Place the Fat 

Goddess Sheet on top and use an iron to melt the Mistyfuse to the fabric.  Mistyfuse is a wonderful 

fusible, and you cannot overheat the fuse to the fabric.  It will not fail.  Continue applying heat to the 

Goddess sheet, then lift a corner of the sheet and peel away from the fabric.  IF the fuse is sticking to 

the Goddess sheet, lay it back down and reapply the heat.  When you peel the sheet off the fabric, 

the Mistyfuse should feel smooth as your hand goes across the fabric.  Reapply the heat if it is rough.  

When you have your fabric fused, drape it over a chair or table and let “dry” for a minimum 15 

minutes.  Very important…..When you peel the Goddess sheet away, do not let the fabric fold back 

on itself because it will fuse together and be a real mess.  When I fuse, I drape it over the edge of the 

dining room table and leave it there overnight.  The next day the Mistyfuse is dry, and the fabric can 

be moved around without it sticking together.   

 

A demonstration for fusing fabric will be on May 3, 9:30 to 1 pm.  If you cannot make this date but 

need help with fusing fabric, contact me and we can arrange something. 

 

BACKGROUND FABRIC CUTTING 

 

Cut #1…..Measure and cut 91-inches width of fabric. 

Open the fabric up and fold in half (45.5” x 40”).  Fold again so your 24-inch ruler can make a 

straight cut.  Important…Be sure to measure your folds so you get a straight cut and not a 

strip with a “V” look.   

 Cut 12” x 91” 

 Cut 12” x 91” 

Cut 12” x 51”  (The remaining 40 inches of this piece will be cut in 4-inch squares) 

 

Cut #2…..Measure and cut 67-inches width of fabric. 

Open the fabric up and fold in half (34” x 40”).  Fold again so your 24-incn ruler can make a 

straight cut.  Important…. Be sure to measure your folds so you get a straight cut and not a 

strip with a “V” look. 

 Cut 13 ½ “ x 67” 

 Cut 13 ½” x 67” 

Cut 12” x 51”  (The remaining 16 inches of this piece will be cut in 4-inch squares) 

 

Cut #3…..Measure and cut 101-inches width of fabric 

Open the fabric up and fold in-half (51” x 40”).  Fold again so your 24-inch ruler can make a 

straight cut.  Important…Be sure to measure your folds so you get a straight cut and not a 

strip with a “V” look. 

 Cut 12” x 101” 

 Cut 12” x 101” 

 

* Note:  The remaining background fabric will be cut in 4-inch squares. 



You will need 168 – 4” squares of the background fabric for this quilt. 

 

If you need help with the background cutting, please come to the store on May 3, 9:30 am to 1 

pm, when I can help with this cutting and fusing. 

 

 

CLAM SHELLS …… You will need 192 five-inch fused squares cut from your printed fabrics (fabric 

1). 

 

Bring your clam shell fabric and background fabric to the first class.  Be prepared to start stitching the 

button-hole stitch around the clam shell. 

 

 

If you need ANY help on the above information, bring it to the demonstration day on May 3 

and we can work through the questions. 

 

 


